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Private Sector Demand: 

Consumption and Investment 
 



Outline 

 Motivation 
 GDP = C + I + G + X – Z 

 

 Consumption 
 Last lecture: Budget constraint 
 Today: Add indifference curve for intertemporal optimization 
 The consumption function 

 

 Investment 
 The optimal capital stock 
 The q theory of investment 
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Variability of GDP Components, 1970-2001 

1. Consumption 
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Per-Period Consumption 

Consumption as a share of income is much less volatile 
than investment 

 

We can explain the stable consumption with a simple two-
period model and the prefered consumption behavior of 
individuals 

 

 Intertemporal consumption choice :  

 The actual individual choice is the result of preferences 
combined with wealth over whole lifetime 

 Changes in income have different effects on consumption 
depending on whether they are temporary or permanent 

 

1. Consumption 
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1.3. Optimal consumption and change in the expected income 

A=R 



Temporary increase in income  

 Irrespective of when the income increases in period 1 or 
period 2: The chosen consumption pattern will stay the 
same. 

 If increase in Y1: Individual saves in the first period 

 If increase in Y2: Individual will borrow in the first period 
and pay back later  

 Consumption increases in both period.  
 

We call this behavior consumption smoothing 

 I want to have a relatively stable consumption pattern over 
time. For this, I save in good times and use my savings or 
borrow in bad times 

1.3. Optimal consumption and change in the expected income 
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1.3. Optimal consumption and change in the expected income 

Permanent income 

change: equal change in 

income in both periods 

A‘=R‘ 



Consumption smoothing 

 Permanent increase in income: proportional increase in 
period 1 and 2 

 C increases in period 1 by about as much as Y increases 

 No more need for consumption smoothing in this case because 
I get again the same amount of extra income in period 2. 

 

Consumption smoothing can take place 

Within an economy (students borrow from athletes) 

Between countries (Greece borrows from Germany) 
  

Consumption smoothing explains low variability of 
aggregate consumption! 

2. Consumption smoothing 



Change in consumption 
 Consumption depends on my life-time income (wealth). 

 

 
 Rational expectations:  people use all available information to forecast 

future variables (ex: income).   

 I know how much I will earn tomorrow I know my wealth 

 Today’s wealth takes into account all available information on future 
income. 

 

 For consumption to change, wealth must change 

 For wealth to change I must have new information on future 
income flows. 

Changes in consumption should therefore be unpredictable 
(Random walk theory) 
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2. Consumption smoothing 



Life cycle hypothesis 
 So far: only two period model  same type of argument 

applies over longer horizons 
 

 The life cycle theory of consumption: 

 
 

 

 
 

 Basic idea: Income fluctuates a lot over lifetime (student, first 
job, better job, retirement) but saving and borrowing allow to 
smooth consumption over the years.  

 Does not always hold when tested with real data. 

 

Milton Friedman 

Nobel prize 1976 

Franco Modigliani 

Nobel prize 1985 

2.1. The Life cycle hypothesis 
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2.1. The Life cycle hypothesis 



Life-cycle consumption II 

The Life cycle 
hypothesis 
implies that 
saving varies 
systematically 
over a 
person’s 
lifetime but 
consumption 
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2.1. The Life cycle hypothesis 



Permanent income 
 Complete consumption smoothing: indviduals spend 

every period a fixed amount = permanent income YP  
 

 
 

 YP : constant « flow of income » which would deliver the 
same present value as the actual expected income path.   

 

 Example 
 Y1 = 100.000€ Y2 = 200.000€ r = 0,05 

→ Ω = 100.000 + 200.000/1,05 = 290.476 

→ 290.476 = YP + YP/1,05     →     YP = 148.780   

Why Yp < 150.000 ? 

The individual can spend 148.780€ every year 
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2.2. Permanent income 



Income or wealth? 

 The life cycle model and permanent income hypothesis 
suggest that consumption should be highly correlated 
with wealth. 

 

 BUT: 

 John Maynard Keynes:  

 Consumption is linked to current  

 disposable income (Y - T). 

 People save a fraction of their income and spend the rest 
(that’s also what we assume in the Solow growth model)  

 

Which one is true in reality?  

 

3. Determinants of consumption: income or wealth 



Consumption, income and net wealth 

 France, 1980-2006 
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3. Determinants of consumption: income or wealth 



Income or wealth? 

 Strong link between consumption and current disposable 
income 

 Stronger than the link between consumption and wealth 

 

What can be driving this relationship? 

 Wealth of households difficult to measure 

 Wealth more volatile then income because of fluctuations of 
stock prices 

 Credit constraints, i.e. households cannot borrow (much) 
when their income is low  
  their consumption depends on current income, not on wealth.  

 

 

3. Determinants of consumption: income or wealth 
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Spending is a function of 
wealth 
Spending should depend on 
our total expected wealth 

When the household is not credit constrained… 

3.1. Determinants of consumption: income 
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Consumption today 

Spending is a function of current 
income 
 applies only if I would be better of 
through borrowing (R to the right of A) 
Does not apply if I am a lender 

When households are credit constraint… 

 

3.1. Determinants of consumption: income 



GDP, domestic demand and the current account: 
Poland and East Germany 

3.1. Determinants of consumption: income 



Poland and East Germany 

 For both Poland and East Germany, the transition from 
communism to market represented an expected 
substantial increase in permanent income. 

East German citizens had access to a developed credit 
market (in West Germany), and managed to borrow to 
smooth their consumption over time. 

 

This was not true for Poland, where the foreign debt was 
substantial to begin with and the country was not able to 
further borrow in international markets. 

 

For Poland consumption was determined by current 
disposable income, for East Germany it was wealth 

3.1. Determinants of consumption: income 



The Consumption function 

 Consumption is driven by wealth, Ω 

 Income and wealth grow together 

 But current income is a good predictor of future income 

 Many people are credit constrained 

Thus current disposable income (Yd = Y – T) explains 
consumption better  

 

 Note: also real interest rate matters  
 ambiguous effect at individual level (income versus substitution effect) 

 Aggregate effect: increase in r  decrease of wealth  lower 
consumption 

 

 Consumption function:  C=C(Ω, Yd ) 

3.2. The consumption function 



Investment 

 Also called: gross domestic capital formation 

 

 Demand for durable intermediate stocks 

 Examples:  machine tools, computers, transport equipment, 
factory buildings, increase in inventories, software… 

 

 Investment goods enable the production of goods and 
services today, which can then be consumed in the future 

 

 Investment decision is an intertemporal decision 

 

 

 

 

4. Investment 



Investment 

 Assume for simplicity that a firm representing the 
economy as a whole only uses capital as an input, i.e. 
Y=F(K).  

 Labor is fixed 

 

 Gains of K: 

 Return of an additional unit of K : MPK = F’(K) 

 

 Costs of K: 

 (Assuming that capital fully depreciates after one period) if 
the interest rate is r, the costs are given by (1+r)  

 

4. Investment 



The optimal capital stock 

KrKF )1()( 

 Cost of capital: K(1+r)  

 If K is borrowed, the marginal cost of borrowing is 1+r 
(because I have to pay K(1+r) back) 

 If K is already mine, I have opportunity costs of 1+r 
 

Optimal amount of K the firm will employ? 
 

  Firm profits: 

 

    Profits are highest when: 

 

 

Marginal productivity of K = marginal cost of K 
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4.1 Optimal capital stock 
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4.1 Optimal capital stock 

cost of capital schedule 
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4.1 Optimal capital stock 



Comparative statics 

 We will now consider the effect of  

 

 technological progress  

 a change in the level of the real interest rate  

 

 on the optimal level of capital chosen by our 
representative firm. 

4.1 Optimal capital stock 



Technological progress 
makes more output 
possible with the same 
K.  Desired capital stock 
increases. 
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4.1 Optimal capital stock 
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4.1 Optimal capital stock 



Summary on the optimal capital stock 

 The optimal capital stock depends 

 ....positively on the level of technology  
 Impact on the marginal productivity of capital (if A  MPK) 

 ... negatively on the rate of return 
 An increase in the real rate of return (r) leads to a decrease in the desired 

level of the capital stock 

MPK = (1+r) 

  Investment  

 Brings K to its desired level 

 If K is at the desired level: I replaces depreciation 

We have then a negative relation between I and r: I=I(r) 
 If r increases, optimal K is lower, so I is lower 

      

 

 

 

4.1 Optimal capital stock 



Shortcomings of this model 
 In the model, the firms determine the optimal level of 

investment by  

 equating the marginal revenue product of capital with its 
user cost, 

 without any consideration for the future behavior of these 
variables. 

 

 BUT: firms base their decisions to expand the capital stock 
also on the future behavior of sales 

 Extend framework, to incorporate the forward looking 
component of the optimal investment decision. 

 

4.1 Optimal capital stock 



The q theory of investment 

 Value of a corporation: represented by the present 
discounted value of its future profit stream 

 

Value of a stock = the market’s best estimate of the future 
stream of profits realized by the firm  

  Include anticipations about the future  

 

Market value of a firm: stock price 

4.2 The q theory of investment  



The q theory of investment 

 Notice that the market value of a firm may differ from the 
cost of replacement of its physical capital.  

 Cost of replacement: price of K (capital goods that constitute 
the productive assets) 

 

 There are several possible reasons for this:  

 Existence of intangible assets (reputation, know-how...) for 
which it is hard to assign a value 

 It takes time to build a new firm from scratch and the cost of 
building this new firm are higher, the faster the firm is built 

 

 

4.2 The q theory of investment  



 

 

 

 If q>1: installed K is more valuable than what it would cost 
to purchase it new and start a new firm from scratch 
 say q=1,3: if the firm invests 100 in new capital, its market value 

grows by 130  incentive to invest 

 However, if I invest 1000, the profit will be only 1200 Marginal 
return to capital is diminishing  q=1 

 

 If q<1 selling off equipment at replacement cost is 
desirable from the point of view of the firm’s shareholder 
because market value below replacement cost 

 

 

Tobin’s q  

capital installed ofcost t Replacemen
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q

4.2 The q theory of investment  



The q theory and the real interest rate 

How is Tobin’s q linked to r? 

 The (market) value of a firm is given by the present 
discounted value of its future profit stream.  

 If r increases, the market value of the firm decreases  q 
making it less likely for the firm to carry out positive 
investments. 

 

 Other factors that affect q: 

 Technical progress leads to higher future income  q  
more investment 

 Expectations about the future have an impact on today’s 
value of the firm and thus on investments 

Expectations change quickly leading to high volatility of  I. 

4.2 The q theory of investment  



U.S. Investment and its components, 1970-2009 
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4.2 The q theory of investment  



Investment and Tobin’s q 
 Example: Inter-war Germany 

4.2 The q theory of investment  



The stock market and GDP 
 US, 1970 - 2010 
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4.2 The q theory of investment  


